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Introduction
The Central Virginia Planning District Commission (CVPDC) and Central Virginia Transportation Planning
Organization (CVTPO) in partnership with the City of Lynchburg have engaged Clark Nexsen to develop the
Forest Brook Road Corridor Study. The goal of the corridor study was to comprehensively evaluate existing
conditions and plan for current and future multimodal transportation needs. Identifying future
transportation needs will allow for the effective implementation of land development policies and serve as
a guide for future capital projects within the corridor.
Just under one mile in length, Forest Brook Road serves as a primary connector between two major
thoroughfares, Lakeside Drive (US Rte. 221) and Old Forest Road. Land uses on the Lakeside Drive (South)
end of the corridor include retail, medical, and light industrial. The Old Forest Road (North) end of the
corridor consists of retail development, including a large retail shopping center housing a Walmart, fast
food, casual dining, and other places of business, including a facility operated by one of the Lynchburg
area’s largest employers. Two clusters of light industrial use are also present within the corridor; along
with a mix of single-family homes and apartment complexes. A map of the study area is shown in Figure 1
below.

Known issues along the corridor include bicycle and pedestrian safety concerns, inadequate sight distances,
sub-standard roadway geometry, lack of access management, and increasing traffic volumes along a twolane narrow roadway. Additionally, the City of Lynchburg has raised concerns with existing drainage patterns
along the corridor, and the current serviceability of existing guardrail installations. The most recent LongRange Transportation Plan shows Lakeside Drive being widened through the intersection with Forest Brook
Road; however, no recommendations along Forest Brook Road corridor itself were identified.
A review of the past 20 years of VDOT traffic volumes along the Forest Brook Road Corridor indicates lowto-moderate traffic volumes for a two-lane facility of about 4,900 Average Daily Traffic (ADT) in the year
2016, averaging a 2.4% average annual growth rate.

Study Purpose
The purpose of this corridor study is to provide the MPO and the local government with a detailed planning
level assessment of the options for future roadway needs that will enhance safety while accommodating
future capacity. This corridor planning study:
1. Investigates existing traffic conditions and considers what types of road improvements may be
needed if future traffic volume continues to increase;
2. Assesses existing and desired conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists (multimodal options), and;
3. Addresses safety issues.
Ideally, the study will provide short and long-term recommendations that will help to minimize congestion
and improve travel conditions and safety along the corridor. The goal is to identify projects that can be
prioritized so that funding and implementation strategies can be pursued accordingly.

Figure 1 Forest Brook Road Corridor Study Area
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Public Involvement
The public involvement process took the form of a Public Information Workshop at a local business on the
corridor, Lynchburg Collision, on Wednesday, May 29, 2019 from 4:30-7:00 PM. The meeting was held in an
open-house format. At this workshop, stakeholders and citizens were presented with basic information
such as aerial maps, traffic volumes, and crash data. Citizens were informed on the initial findings of study
and were asked to provide the CVMPO with their questions, comments, thoughts, concerns, and
suggestions about the Forest Brook Road corridor and what should be considered in the further
development of alternatives.
Area residents, employees, commuters, shoppers, and business and property owners were encouraged to
participate in the workshop. Meeting invitations were sent via US Mail to those residents and businesses
located directly on the corridor. Additional notification of the meeting was advertised through notices to
local media outlets, notices posted on the CVMPO website and social media pages. The event was covered
by local newspaper and television outlets.

Table 1
Summary of Written Public Comments
Written Comment

Number of Comments

Close calls with pedestrians

4

Congestion at Lakeside Drive/Forest Brook Road intersection

2

Ponding during high rain events near Cavalier Steel

2

Drainage/ditch comment near Holmes Circle

1

Guardrail concern

1

Increased traffic

2

Large vehicle challenges

4

Large vehicle challenges at curves

2

A total of 23 citizens were accounted for in the sign-in sheet, with a few more who did not sign in. A total of
9 stakeholder groups were represented.

Large vehicle challenges at Lakeside Drive/Forest Brook Road intersection

2

No pull off areas for police

1

The meeting was held in a more collaborative open-house style, with boards displaying the corridor aerial
maps with existing traffic and crash data. Instead of presenting recommendations and solutions to the
project corridor, workshop participants were given the opportunity share their insights of the corridor as
residents, commuters, and other local stakeholders. Attendants were asked to take sticky notes and place
them on the aerial maps noting observations, patterns, personal experiences relating to the corridor, etc.
Workshop participants were also able to draw directly on the posters. Each note along with the location were
recorded as an individual comment. Comment sheets were also available for participants to fill out and
return at the end of the workshop, or by mail or email to the CVMPO. Altogether 44 comments were
collected from comment forms, follow up emails, and workshop materials.

Observed pedestrian activity

7

Observed pedestrian activity leading to improvements

1

Overgrown vegetation

3

Pedestrian and Transit patterns

1

Poor sight distance

1

Poor sight distance, Speeding issue

1

Roadway departures between Cavalier Steel and S-curve

1

School bus stop

1

Sight distance issue at Belle Terre Drive

1

Sight distance issue at Holmes Circle

2

Speeding issue

1

Traffic Patterns - cut through problem

2

Traffic Patterns of Large vehicles

2

Transit route present

1

The four main comment categories concerned pedestrian activity, perceived traffic patterns, large vehicle
activity, and roadway geometry. Other noteworthy concerns were overgrown vegetation and sight distance
issues. The written comments are summarized in Table 1.
Overall, the majority of the public was in favor of pedestrian and bicycle improvements along the corridor.

Total

46
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Existing Conditions
As it stands today, Forest Brook Road is a two-lane urban major collector, with 10 ½ foot lanes and no
shoulders. It extends 0.92 miles from Lakeside Drive to the south to Old Forest Road to the north. Forest
Brook Road has a posted speed limit of 30 mph with two locations of curve advisory speeds of 20 mph and
25 mph. Standard VDOT CG-6 curb and gutter are present along north and southbound Forest Brook Road
from Belle Terre Drive to Old Forest Road in the northern portion of the corridor, and for about 600-ft leading
up to the intersection with Lakeside Drive on the southern portion of the corridor. A five-foot sidewalk is also
present along northbound Forest Brook Road from Belle Terre Drive to Old Forest Road. Elsewhere
throughout the corridor, there are open ditches for drainage and no curbs. There is roadway lighting along
the entirety of the corridor on utility poles, which can be found on both sides of the road.
In addition to communications and power utility poles throughout the corridor, other public utilities are
present throughout the corridor. A 12” ductile iron water line runs the whole length of the corridor with 10
fire hydrants spread throughout the corridor. Sanitary sewer lines cut across the corridor at 3 locations:
approximately 250-feet south of Belle Terre Drive, and 500-ft and 700-ft south of the railroad crossing.
Stormwater pipes can be found north of Holmes circle and select driveway culverts locations to the south.
The Forest Brook Road corridor is characterized by its varied land uses, road users, limited clear zone, and
horizontal and vertical curvature. There are 37 private driveways/business entrances, 2 intersecting
roadways (Belle Terre Drive and Holmes Circle), and one railroad crossing. North of the railroad crossing is
largely residential with an adjacent large commercial center. Moderate pedestrian activity was observed
utilizing existing pedestrian facilities in the northern end of the corridor.
Directly north and south of the railroad there are light industrial use facilities. Traffic in and out of the
industrial facilities near the railroad subject the corridor to a slightly higher percentage of heavy vehicle
traffic on the southern half of the corridor. South of the railroad there is a section that is more heavily
forested followed by more residential and commercial areas closer to the intersection with Lakeside Drive
South of the railroad, guardrail is present in some locations where side slopes are too steep to be recoverable
and around some business entrances. Edge drop offs were observed throughout the entire corridor. Several
of these drop offs were filled with gravel where large vehicles frequently overrun the edge of pavement. In
addition to the heavy vehicles that travel along the corridor due to the light industrial facilities, there are
school and transit buses with routes running through the corridor.

Traffic Analysis
Turning movement counts were conducted during a 2-hour period in the morning from 6:00-8:00 AM and
two 3-hour periods from 11:00 AM-2:00 PM and 4:00-7:00 PM on March 19, 2019 at the following signalized
intersections with Forest Brook Road:
1. Old Forest Road
2. Lakeside Drive
At the Old Forest Road intersection, turning movement counts revealed the AM peak hour occurring from
7:00-8:00 AM, the midday peak occurring from 11:45 AM-12:45 PM, and the PM peak from 4:45-5:45 PM.
At the Lakeside Drive intersection, turning movement counts revealed the AM peak hour occurring from
7:00-8:00 AM, the midday peak occurring from 12:00-1:00 PM, and the PM peak from 4:30-5:30 PM.
Traffic signal timings used to conduct the capacity analysis for the existing conditions were provided by the
City of Lynchburg. The traffic signal at the intersection with Lakeside Drive operates under an adaptive signal
control and only follows provided signal timing under recall mode; otherwise, it communicates with signals
along the US Rte. 221 corridor to coordinate the traffic along that corridor.
Daily directional counts were collected for a 48-hour weekday period from 12:00 AM March 19, 2019 to
12:00 AM March 21, 2019 on the following segments along Forest Brook Road:
3. North of Holmes Circle
4. South of Finly Corporation
Peak hour turning movement counts for the study area intersections are summarized in Figure 2.
Table 2 displays a summary of the daily directional traffic counts on Forest Brook Road.
Table 2
Daily and Peak Hour Traffic Volume Counts
Forest Brook Road Corridor

North of Holmes Circle

South of Finly Corp.

Direction

Daily Volume

AM Peak

Midday Peak

PM Peak

North

2376

122

168

215

South

2484

163

191

230

Combined

4860

285

359

445

North

2535

139

176

214

South

2731

166

197

303

Combined

5266

305

373

517
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Figure 2 Existing Conditions Traffic Volumes
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Speed and class data were collected along with the daily directional counts. Class data showed a daily average
of 3% truck traffic north of Holmes Circle and a 4% truck traffic south of Finly Corporation. Speed data
recorded in 5 mph bins is summarized in Table 3. The table highlights an alarming fact that the majority of
vehicles are traveling well above the posted 30 mph speed limit. Average speeds range from 5 to almost 11
mph higher than the posted speed. The most startling metric is the 85th percentile speed for southbound
traffic south of Finly Corporation where speeds range anywhere from 15 to 20 mph higher than the posted
speed as they are heading towards a reverse curve with advisory speeds of 20 mph.

North of Holmes Circle

South of Finly Corp.

Direction

Average Speed

85th Percentile
Speed Range

Pace Speed

Table 4
Signalized and Unsignalized Intersection Level of Service Criteria
Control Delay per Vehicle (sec)
LOS

Unsignalized

Signalized

General Description (for signalized LOS only)

A

≤ 10

≤ 10

Free Flow

B

> 10 and ≤ 15

> 10 and ≤ 20

Stable Flow (slight delays)

% Traveling
within Pace

C

> 15 and ≤ 25

> 20 and ≤ 35

Stable Flow (acceptable delays)

D

> 25 and ≤ 35

> 35 and ≤ 55

Approaching unstable flow (tolerable delay,
occasionally wait through more than one signal cycle
before proceeding)

E

> 35 and ≤ 50

> 55 and ≤ 80

Unstable Flow (intolerable delay)

F

> 50

> 80

Forced flow (congested and queues fail to clear)

Table 3
Speed Data Summary (in mph)
Forest Brook Road Corridor

intersections and general descriptions of traffic flow through a signalized intersection by LOS. Figure 3 shows
a visual representation of intersection LOS.

North

37.3

40-45

30-40 & 35-45

67.1%

South

35.1

35-40

30-40

71.4%

Combined

36.2

35-40

30-40

69.3%

North

40.6

40-45

35-45

74.0%

South

40.9

45-50

35-45

70.4%

Combined

40.8

45-50

35-45

72.1%

Source: Highway Capacity Manual 2010, Transportation Research Board, 2010

Existing 2019 traffic volumes and lane configurations were used to model the current conditions. Level of
service analyses were performed for the AM, Midday, and PM peak traffic conditions at the project
intersections using Synchro Professional 10.0. Synchro uses methodologies contained in the 2000, 2010, and
6th Edition Highway Capacity Manual to determine the operating characteristics of the roadway network.
Capacity is defined as the maximum number of vehicles that can pass over a particular road segment or
through a particular intersection, within a specified period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control
conditions.
Level of service (LOS) is used to describe the operating characteristics of a road segment or intersection in
relation to its capacity. LOS is defined as a qualitative measure that describes operational conditions, delay,
and motorist perceptions within a traffic stream. The Highway Capacity Manual defines six levels of services,
LOS A through LOS F, with A being the best and F being the worst. In general, for LOS A vehicles rarely need
to stop and can easily maintain posted speed limit, for LOS B some vehicles may need to stop but can
reasonably maintain posted speed limit, by LOS C moderate delay limits vehicle speed and maneuverability
with increasingly worsening delay as the letter grades increase to LOS F. At LOS F conditions have degraded
to “stop and go” conditions. Table 4 shows the level of service criteria for signalized and unsignalized

Figure 3 Visual Representation of Intersection LOS
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Old Forest Road
The intersection of Old Forest Road and Forest Brook Road is controlled by an actuated signal, which is a type
of signal control where time for each phase is at least partially controlled by vehicle presence detection
provided for all approaches of the intersection, as opposed to fixed timing signal control where vehicle
presence does not influence signal phase time. Left turn movements from all approaches operate under
permissive/protected modes. All four pedestrian movements across the intersection are signal controlled
with corresponding pedestrian signal heads and pushbuttons.

Table 5
Old Forest Road at Forest Brook Road/Ardmore Drive
Existing 2019 Conditions Capacity Analysis (HCM 2010)
LOS and Average Control Delay per Vehicle in Seconds
Movement

AM Delay

AM LOS

Midday
Delay

Midday
LOS

PM Delay

PM LOS

Eastbound – Old Forest Road
Left

12.8

B

13.4

B

18.0

B

Through

11.2

B

12.2

B

13.8

B

Old Forest Road eastbound: one left turn lane, one through lane, and one through/right lane
Old Forest Road westbound: one left turn lane, one through lane, and one through/right lane
Ardmore Drive southbound: one left turn lane and one through/right lane
Forest Brook Road northbound: one left turn lane and one through/right lane

Through/Right

11.2

B

12.2

B

13.8

B

Left

10.1

B

12.0

B

13.6

B

Table 5 illustrates the results of the capacity analysis for the 2019 existing conditions for the intersection of
Old Forest Road and Forest Brook Road. The delay and LOS shown in the following table were taken from
Synchro HCM 2010 output reports for signalized intersections.

Through

11.3

B

11.7

B

12.8

B

Through/Right

11.2

B

11.7

B

12.8

B

Lane use at the intersection consists of:
•
•
•
•

Westbound – Old Forest Road

Northbound – Forest Brook Road

During all peak hours, the intersection operates with adequate service levels (LOS C or better), with the
majority of the movements operating at a LOS B, with the exception of the southbound Ardmore Drive
approach and the northbound Old Forest Road through/right movements which operate at a LOS C in the
PM peak hour. At a LOS B, progression through the intersection is still steady.

Left

18.8

B

14.5

B

18.1

B

Through/Right

15.0

B

17.1

B

27.4

C

Southbound – Ardmore Drive
Left

15.7

B

16.8

B

20.2

C

Through/Right

18.2

B

20.0

C

24.3

C

Overall Intersection
LOS and Average Delay

12.3

B

12.8

B

15.2

B
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Lakeside Drive
The intersection of Lakeside Drive and Forest Brook Road is a fully coordinated traffic signal part of the US
Rte. 221 adaptive signal system. It is approximately 250-feet east of the intersection of Wyndale Drive and
Lakeside Drive. Due to proximity, these two intersections are run under one traffic signal controller and the
two three-leg intersections are treated as a single four-leg intersection. The physical Forest Brook
Road/Lakeside Drive intersection has traffic signal heads for three approaches. Though there is a business
entrance directly across from Forest Brook Road, and therefore is technically a four-leg intersection; traffic
volumes out of the business entrance are negligible. No pedestrian crossings are signalized nor marked at
this intersection. Left turn movements from eastbound Lakeside Drive operate under permissive/protected
mode. Left turn movements from westbound Lakeside Drive are permissive.
Lane use at the intersection consists of:
•
•
•
•

Lakeside Drive eastbound: one left turn lane and one through/right lane
Lakeside Drive westbound: one left turn lane, one through lane, and one right lane
Forest Brook Road southbound: one left turn lane and one right lane marked, (through movements
were assumed to be shared with right lane)
Business entrance northbound (unsignalized): not marked, one left/through/right lane assumed

Table 6 illustrates the results of the capacity analysis for the 2019 existing conditions for the intersection of
Lakeside Drive and Forest Brook Road. Traffic counts were not taken at the Wyndale Drive and Lakeside Drive
since it was outside of the corridor study area thus the capacity analysis for the Forest Brook Road/Lakeside
Drive intersection was treated as if it were an isolated four-leg intersection. The delay and LOS shown in the
following table were taken from Synchro HCM 2010 output reports for signalized intersections.
In all peak hours, the overall intersection operates with adequate service levels (LOS C or better) in
relation to traffic flow on Forest Brook Road. Excluding the right turn movement at southbound Forest
Brook Road, which operates at a LOS F in the PM peak period, all other individual movements operate at
adequate levels of service. Poor levels of service for this movement are due to the moderately high traffic
volumes on Lakeside Drive during the PM peak period.

Table 6
Lakeside Drive at Forest Brook Road/Business Entrance
Existing 2019 Conditions Capacity Analysis (HCM 2010)
LOS and Average Control Delay per Vehicle in Seconds
Movement

AM Delay

AM LOS

Midday
Delay

Midday
LOS

PM Delay

PM LOS

Eastbound – Lakeside Drive
Left

12.9

B

17.1

B

25.8

C

Through/Right

9.2

A

13.4

B

19.2

B

13.0

B

18.1

B

Westbound – Lakeside Drive
Left

No Delay

Through

11.1

B

12.5

B

15.9

B

Right

7.9

A

7.6

A

7.9

A

B

21.6

C

Northbound – Business Entrance
Left/Through/Right

No Delay

16.5

Southbound – Forest Brook Road
Left

13.3

B

17.5

B

23.4

C

Through/Right

15.0

B

18.8

B

131.4

F

Overall Intersection
LOS and Average Delay

10.5

B

13.5

B

32.9

C
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Queueing Analysis
Queuing analyses were performed for the AM, Midday, and PM peak hour traffic conditions at the project
intersections using SimTraffic. SimTraffic is a microsimulation tool that is bundled with the Synchro suite of
software tools that models individual vehicles in a street network under a wide variety of traffic control
scenarios. SimTraffic is used to simulate a variety of performance measures, but is typically used to
determine turn lane storage lengths based on simulated queue lengths. A queue is defined as a line of
vehicles, bicycles, or persons waiting to be served by the system in which the flow rate from the front of the
queue determines the average speed within the queue. SimTraffic methodologies output average,
theoretical 95th percentile, and simulated maximum queue lengths in feet. Considering the average
passenger vehicle is about 15 feet long and conservative headways of 10 feet, to translate queue results to
number of vehicles in line, is the queue divided by 25 feet.
Queueing analysis is important to understand how queued up traffic affects intersection operations. If
queues exceed the lane’s capacity, it could pose both operational and safety issues. The assumption in using
simulated queues to determine storage lengths is that the majority of the time queues will be less than the
simulated queue, and only in a few scenarios’ storage lengths would be insufficient.

Table 7
Old Forest Road at Forest Brook Road/Ardmore Drive
Existing 2019 Conditions Queuing Analysis (SimTraffic)
Queue Length in Feet
Movement

Storage
Length

AM 95%

Midday
Average

Midday
95%

PM
Average

PM 95%

Eastbound – Old Forest Road
Left

100

8

32

17

48

60

116

Through

1000+

65

120

67

131

104

197

Through/Right

1000+

32

82

33

86

63

124

Westbound – Old Forest Road
Left

100

29

63

27

61

37

92

Through

250

57

110

67

134

97

186

Through/Right

250

27

67

36

82

68

142

Northbound – Forest Brook Road

Old Forest Road
Table 7 presents a summary of the simulated queue lengths at the signalized intersection of Old Forest Road
and Forest Brook Road. During all peak hours, average queues for all movements are close to or below 100
feet. In existing conditions, all turn bay storage lengths meet average queue lengths and most also meet 95th
percentile queue lengths. During the PM peak period, 95th percentile queue lengths exceed the turn bay
storage length at Ardmore Drive left turn, eastbound Old Forest Road left turn, and northbound Forest Brook
Road through/right movements.

AM
Average

Left

150

39

71

56

97

70

121

Through/Right

100

41

72

40

82

73

158

Southbound – Ardmore Drive
Left

50

20

47

14

42

27

58

Through/Right

~500

29

60

32

62

45

92
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Lakeside Drive

Safety Analysis

Table 8 presents a summary of the estimated queue lengths at the signalized intersection of Lakeside Drive
and Forest Brook Road. Average queues at this intersection are less than 100 feet for most movements.
Lakeside Drive through movement average queues are higher but less than 250 feet. In existing conditions,
95th percentile queues consistently exceed Forest Brook Road left turn movement. It is important to note
that since this signal is in an adaptive signal timing corridor which favors progression along the Lakeside Drive
approaches, the queues experienced along Lakeside Drive may be smaller while the queues experienced
along Forest Brook may be greater than the simulated queues.
Table 8
Lakeside Drive at Forest Brook Road/Business Entrance
Existing 2019 Conditions Queuing Analysis (SimTraffic)
Queue Length in Feet
Movement

Storage
Length

AM
Average

AM 95%

Midday
Average

Midday
95%

PM
Average

PM 95%

Study area crash records were gathered from VDOT Crash Tools Tableau for a study period of January 1, 2016
to December 31, 2018. A total of seven crashes were reported on Forest Brook Road between Lakeside Drive
and Old Forest Road during the study period. Of the seven crashes, two resulted in injuries and no fatalities
were reported. Crashes along Forest Brook Road for the study period are mapped in Figure 4.
The collision types observed were: one angle, one backed into, one head on, one sideswipe same direction,
one non-collision, and two fixed object-off road crashes. The majority of the crashes (five out of seven; 71%)
were classified as roadway departure crashes. Four of the recorded crashes were single vehicle collisions, all
occurring within 500 feet of the railroad crossing. Only one of the crashes involved a truck. Three of the
recorded crashes occurred between 12:00-3:00 AM. All crashes occurred under dry pavement conditions.

Eastbound – Lakeside Drive
Left

175

26

52

44

84

64

127

Through/Right

175

69

152

66

144

91

171

Westbound – Lakeside Drive
Left

1000+

0

0

2

18

1

10

Through

1000+

61

118

128

245

271

503

Right

125

14

37

31

93

59

158

23

6

26

Northbound – Business Entrance
Left/Through/Right

30

0

0

5

Figure 4 Corridor Crash Records Map

Southbound – Forest Brook Road
Left

50

27

59

43

74

60

89

Through/Right

~750

43

79

44

88

113

173

Neither pedestrian nor bicycle crashes were observed, and no seasonal crashes were observed. Additionally,
no distinct crash patterns were observed. Crash rates per 100 million miles traveled along the corridor are
summarized as follows:
•
•
•

Crash rate 141.8 per 100 million miles traveled
Injury rate 40.5 per 100 million miles traveled
Fatality rate 0.0 per 100 million miles traveled
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Reported crashes at the two signalized intersections were also collected separately and are displayed in
Figure 5. These crashes were all recorded as occurring within a 250-foot radius of the intersection, but all
occurring outside the project corridor itself.

When calculated, adequate sight distance for vehicles making a left turn maneuver is not provided at this
location due to vegetation obstructing vehicles heading northbound.

At the intersection of Lakeside Drive and Forest Brook Road, there were 14 crashes total with six rear end
crashes, seven angle crashes, and one sideswipe – opposite direction crash. At the intersection of Old Forest
Road and Forest Brook Road, there were 10 crashes total with four rear end crashes, three angle crashes,
one head on crash, one pedestrian crash, and one sideswipe – opposite direction crash. The majority of the
crashes occurred between 3:00-6:00 PM, including 8 out of 14 of the crashes at the intersection of Old Forest
Road and 6 out of the 10 crashes at Lakeside Drive. All but one of the crashes occurred under dry pavement
conditions.

Figure 6 Convex Mirror for Sight Distance Issues at Private Entrance
The following is a summary of observed corridor/ intersection uses and factors that may potentially be
contributing to vehicle crashes or have the possibility of creating a safety concern along Forest Brook Road.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 5 Intersections Crash Records Map
While historical crash data shows that crashes within the study corridor are overall a rare occurrence, a field
safety assessment told a larger story and documented several elements/ locations of potential safety hazards.
In field visits, the corridor study team observed pedestrians walking along the road, vehicles over running
the edge of pavement around sub-standard curves, trucks crossing over centerlines, and drivers traveling at
speeds exceeding the posted speed limits, notably around curves. While no crashes were witnessed, nor
were there any specific crash patterns attributed to these observations, all these behaviors combined could
create hazardous situations that may become more significant as traffic increases along the corridor. During
field investigations, a private entrance approximately 600 feet south of Cavalier Steel, as shown in Figure 6,
was identified for future study due to the observation that a resident has installed their own convex mirror.

Guardrail located at various locations throughout the corridor does not meet current standards.
Little to no shoulders exist throughout the majority of the corridor with many instances of observed
excessive edge drop-offs. These are evidence of vehicles leaving the paved roadway.
Excessive vegetation encroachment was observed southbound approximately 200 feet south of
Holmes Circle.
Exposed culvert ends and drainage ditches are located within the clear zone and unmarked/
unprotected.
Private utility poles are located within the clear zone.
The majority of the corridor lacks pedestrian/ bike facilities to accommodate observed use.

The clear zone width for this corridor is 12-16 feet based on speed limit ≤40 mph and
Anual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) >1500 and ≤6000 vehicles. The clear zone, according to the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), “is the total roadside border area, starting at the edge of the traveled way, available
for use by errant vehicles.”
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Environmental Resources
A search of environmental databases was performed to help determine any known resources that are in the
vicinity of the Forest Brook Road corridor study area and may be impacted by proposed roadway
improvement alternatives. The searches included City of Lynchburg GIS, United States Fish and Wildlife
Services, Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (VDCR), Virginia Game and Inland Fisheries,
National Wetland Inventory, and Virginia Department of Historic Resources databases. The results of these
searches are detailed in this section of the study.
The major environmental constraint was found to be a stream crossing. Other cultural resources, such as
churches and schools, were found adjacent to the corridor area and are mapped as shown in Figure 7.

Threatened and Endangered Species
In accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA), a U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
Information for Planning and Conservation (IPAC) search was conducted to obtain information on the
presence or potential presence of rare, threatened, and endangered species (RTEs) within the corridor study
area. The IPAC Trust Resources Report dated October 24, 2019, did not identify any endangered species
expected to occur within the proposed study area. The VDCR Natural Heritage Program was consulted on
October 24, 2019 and did not identify any known occurrences of T&E species (plants, insects) managed by
that agency within the vicinity of the corridor study area. Further evaluations, studies, and consultation with
regulatory agencies will be required to evaluate for project impacts to T&E species and critical habitats, and
avoidance and minimization of impacts to critical areas and sensitive habitats is recommended.

Tribal, Cultural, and Historic Resources & Historic Preservation Areas
A review of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources cultural resource information system was
conducted on October 24, 2019 to identify known archaeological and architectural historical resources
within the corridor study area vicinity. Figure 8 shows a map of resources in the corridor study area vicinity.
Based on the location of these facilities, and the proposed alignments presented in a later section of this
study, cultural resource impacts associated with proposed improvements along the corridor are not
anticipated. However, further evaluations, studies, and consultation with regulatory agencies may be
required to evaluate for project impacts to cultural and historic resources, once the project progresses to the
preliminary design phase.
Figure 7 Environmental Constraints and Cultural Resources
Forest Brook Road Corridor Study
Central Virginia Transportation Planning Organization
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Natural Resources
An evaluation of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services National Wetland Inventory database identified the
presence of riverine wetlands within the project corridor. A detailed wetland delineation was not performed
as part of this study. Figure 9 shows a map of wetlands in the corridor study area vicinity.
There is the potential that any project alignments beyond the existing roadway may result in wetland impacts.
Further evaluations, delineation and consultation with regulatory agencies may be required to obtain
wetland permitting for anticipated impacts to wetlands and waters of the U.S. once the project progresses
to the preliminary design phase.

Figure 8 DHR-VCRIS Map

Figure 9 Natural Resources Map
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Table 9
Old Forest Road at Forest Brook Road/Ardmore Drive
2040 No Build Conditions Capacity Analysis (HCM 2010)
LOS and Average Control Delay per Vehicle in Seconds

Year 2040 Forecasted Conditions
Forecast Methodology
Traffic Volume projections for the year 2040 were derived by comparing a few different methodologies:
examining historical traffic growth; comparing the regional travel demand model projections; and examining
VDOT Statewide Planning system (SPS) data. The various methodologies yielded varying growth rates but
ultimately a traffic growth rate of 1.5% based on VDOT SPS data was used. By applying the growth rate to
existing traffic volume along the project corridor, traffic volumes were grown to the 2040 No Build peak hour
turning movement counts for the study area intersections, shown in Figure 10.

Year 2040 No Build Alternative

Movement

AM Delay

AM LOS

Midday
Delay

Midday
LOS

PM Delay

PM LOS

Eastbound – Old Forest Road
Left

12.5

B

15.7

B

20.9

C

Through

14.2

B

13.7

B

23.6

C

Through/Right

14.1

B

13.7

B

23.8

C

Westbound – Old Forest Road

A No Build Alternative was modeled to serve as a baseline for the comparison of future conditions and
impacts of alternatives. The No Build Alternative is defined as future conditions if no improvements were to
be implemented within the study area. It assumes that traffic volume will continue to grow at the calculated
growth rate regardless of improvements to the network.

Left

18.5

B

21.4

B

24.8

C

Through

14.6

B

15.3

B

21.0

C

Through/Right

14.5

B

15.3

B

20.9

C

Year 2040 No Build Alternative Capacity Analysis
Old Forest Road
Table 9 illustrates the results of the capacity analysis for the 2040 No Build conditions for the intersection of
Old Forest Road and Forest Brook Road. The delay and LOS shown in the following table were taken from
Synchro HCM 2010 output reports for signalized intersections.
For the 2040 No Build Alternative, overall the intersection operates at an acceptable level of service (LOS C
or better) for all peak hours. All individual approaches are expected to operate at an acceptable LOS, with
the exception of the southbound Ardmore Drive thru/right approach movement, which operates at a LOS D
in the PM peak hour. Even with increased traffic volumes projected 21 years in the future, operations at this
intersection remain at a LOS B during the AM and Midday peak periods. Though overall intersection LOS
degrades from a LOS B in the existing PM peak hour to a LOS C in the 2040 No Build PM peak hour, this
intersection is expected to remain operating at an acceptable LOS.

Northbound – Forest Brook Road
Left

16.7

B

23.4

C

22.0

C

Through/Right

27.8

C

38.8

D

34.6

C

Southbound – Ardmore Drive
Left

17.4

B

20.6

C

19.3

B

Through/Right

21.1

C

24.0

C

41.9

D

Overall Intersection
LOS and Average Delay

15.7

B

16.6

B

23.9

C

Forest Brook Road Corridor Study
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Figure 10 2040 No Build Conditions - Traffic Volumes
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Lakeside Drive

Year 2040 No Build Alternative Queueing Analysis

Table 10 illustrates the results of the capacity analysis for the 2040 No Build conditions for the intersection
of Lakeside Drive and Forest Brook Road. The delay and LOS shown in the following table were taken from
Synchro HCM 2010 output reports for signalized intersections.

Old Forest Road

For the 2040 No Build Alternative, the overall intersection operates at an acceptable LOS (LOS C or better)
during the AM and Midday peak hours. During the PM peak hour, several approaches experience excessive
delay causing the overall intersection to fail. Due to the Lakeside Drive eastbound left turn only operating
with permissive movement, and the high volume of westbound throughs, these opposing movements suffer
high delay. Additionally, movement along the minor approach at Forest Brook Road does not receive enough
green time.
Table 10
Lakeside Drive at Forest Brook Road/Business Entrance
2040 No Build Conditions Capacity Analysis (HCM 2010)
LOS and Average Control Delay per Vehicle in Seconds
Movement

AM Delay

AM LOS

Midday
Delay

Midday
LOS

Table 11 presents a summary of the simulated queue lengths at the signalized intersection of Old Forest
Road and Forest Brook Road. For the 2040 No Build Condition during all peak hours, average queues for all
movements remain below 100 ft, excluding the movements along Old Forest Road in the PM peak period.
Queues experienced at the left turn lanes along Old Forest Road exceed storage lengths only for 95th
percentile queue length. The movements that experienced queues beyond their storage capacity queues in
existing conditions continue to increase.
Table 11
Old Forest Road at Forest Brook Road/Ardmore Drive
2040 No Build Conditions Queuing Analysis (SimTraffic)
Queue Length in Feet
Movement

PM Delay

Storage
Length

PM LOS

Eastbound – Lakeside Drive

AM
Average

AM 95%

Midday
Average

Midday
95%

PM
Average

PM 95%

Eastbound – Old Forest Road
Left

100

10

34

28

69

51

115

Left

17.2

B

26.4

C

162.1

F

Through

1000+

100

167

104

185

150

241

Through/Right

13.7

B

16.7

B

36.6

D

Through/Right

1000+

64

129

77

157

127

217

Westbound – Old Forest Road

Westbound – Lakeside Drive
Left

No Delay

19.2

B

29.9

C

Left

100

43

85

46

92

80

135

Through

12.6

B

17.1

B

56.3

F

Through

250

82

155

103

194

146

250

Right

7.8

A

7.2

A

2.4

A

Through/Right

250

47

108

66

143

108

197

Northbound – Forest Brook Road

Northbound – Business Entrance
Left/Through/Right

No Delay

23.1

C

40.6

D

Southbound – Forest Brook Road
Left

16.5

B

25.7

C

39.1

D

Through/Right

31.8

C

29.8

C

287.1

F

Overall Intersection
LOS and Average Delay

14.6

B

18.3

B

85.3

F

Left

150

26

55

21

52

32

64

Through/Right

100

36

74

41

75

52

101

Southbound – Ardmore Drive
Left

50

47

85

76

124

83

133

Through/Right

~500

51

92

60

123

93

177
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Lakeside Drive

Discussion of Improvement Alternatives

Table 12 presents a summary of the simulated queue lengths at the signalized intersection of Lakeside Drive
and Forest Brook Road. Average queues at this intersection for the majority of the movements remain largely
similar to existing 2019 conditions in the AM and Midday peak hours. Queues along westbound Lakeside
Drive for through movements increase significantly, reaching nearly 1000-feet in the PM peak period. It is in
the PM peak period, when the capacity analysis shows the intersection operations failing, average queues
at southbound Forest Brook Road exceed their storage capacities.

In order to maintain capacity and improve safety along Forest Brook Road so it can continue to service the
current and future traffic volumes of the road, various corridor and intersection improvement alternatives
were examined. Corridor level improvements focused on cross-sectional and multimodal improvements,
while intersection level improvements focused on geometric improvements to address operations and safety.

Table 12
Lakeside Drive at Forest Brook Road/Business Entrance
2040 No Build Conditions Queuing Analysis (SimTraffic)
Queue Length in Feet

Rather than capacity improvements, safety improvements make up the major needs for the corridor. The
existing Forest Brook Road corridor is narrow, laden with steep vertical and sharp horizontal curvature.
There are presently trees and utility poles within the clear zone where overgrown vegetation limits sight
distances. The natural topography of the corridor limits sight distance as well.

Movement

Storage
Length

AM
Average

AM 95%

Midday
Average

Midday
95%

PM
Average

PM 95%

Eastbound – Lakeside Drive
Left

175

43

105

75

146

134

226

Through/Right

175

129

245

110

210

183

291

Corridor Improvements

Even with these inherent detriments to safety, high speeds are still present along the corridor. So rather than
entirely eliminating the geometric features that warrant slower speeds by costly measures such as realigning
or flattening curves, the following corridor improvements are recommended:
Trimming Overgrown Vegetation

Left

1000+

-

-

5

38

9

55

Through

1000+

111

231

395

768

889

923

Overgrown vegetation throughout the corridor creates limited sight distance issues as previously discussed
but also, as seen in Figure 11, obscures horizontal alignment warning signs. Short term recommendations
would be to trim all overgrown vegetation within right of way and, where possible, also remove trees
within the clear zone in the right of way. However, the latter is a more costly improvement.

Right

125

28

88

90

190

87

192

Lane and Shoulder Improvements

Westbound – Lakeside Drive

Northbound – Business Entrance
Left/Through/Right

30

-

-

8

31

8

30

Southbound – Forest Brook Road
Left

50

34

69

58

86

67

94

Through/Right

~750

56

99

77

147

241

412

With lanes too narrow to stripe edge of pavement lines, no rumble strips nor stripes, and no shoulders
present throughout the corridor, edge drop offs and vehicles crossing over centerlines are prevalent. Figure
12 and Figure 13 show examples of typical sections along the corridor where vehicles recurrently run off
the road or over centerlines. In some locations temporary solutions have been to backfill drop offs with
gravel but the longer-term recommendations would be to install paved shoulders through “Trench
Widening”.
If wide enough shoulders can be paved within right of way, rumble strips could be installed to warn drivers
when they are departing the roadway. However, they should not be installed adjacent to residences due to
noise concerns. Bikes may also utilize this shoulder area and be removed from vehicular traffic. Pedestrian
accommodations should also be considered with shoulder improvements or this could encourage more
pedestrian traffic on the roadway. In widening the roadway cross section with the addition of shoulders,
this would mitigate vehicles running over the centerline or off the edge of pavement by allowing an area
for oversized vehicles to travel. Additionally, the installation of centerline rumble stripes should be
considered.
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Figure 11 Sign Obscured by Trees

Figure 13 Location of Recurrent Overrunning of Road

Figure 12 Gravel Fill for Recurrent Overrunning of Road
Figure 14 Pedestrian on southbound Forest Brook Rd walking uphill towards Holmes Circle
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Pedestrian Accommodations
Many comments from the public meeting noted that while this corridor was not a bike and pedestrian
friendly facility, pedestrian activity was common in the corridor with several people reporting near miss
incidents throughout the corridor. Figure 14 shows one such example observed during a field visit. Corridor
improvements would be incomplete without recommending a pedestrian facility along all of Forest Brook
Road by extending the existing sidewalk terminating at Belle Terre Drive south through to Lakeside Drive.

Typical Section Alternatives
The existing corridor has approximately 40-feet of right-of-way per City GIS records. Based on information
compiled and presented in this study and with a goal of limiting as much as possible the impacts to private
property, two corridor typical section alternatives were developed. Given the nature of the corridor and that
no capacity improvements were proposed, the existing two-lane alignment is maintained in both alternatives.
Alternative 1 maintains a roadside ditch typical section, but implements shoulder widening/ installation as
its main feature. The alternative consists of 11-foot lanes, 4-foot paved shoulders, 4-foot graded shoulders,
and a 5-foot wide sidewalk on the east side Forest Brook Road. This shoulder typical section can be found in
Figure 15. Maintaining the original alignment and installing 11-foot lanes deters vehicle speeds from
increasing, while a paved shoulder would allow for ample width for large vehicles to accommodate the
curves without over running the centerline or pavement edge. This would also create a buffer between
motorized and bicyclist traffic. A sidewalk along the east would connect existing pedestrian facilities on the
north end of the corridor. Based on these element layouts, the typical section width would be 46-feet, which
would require some right of way acquisition. A typical snapshot of this layout is shown in Figure 17.
Alternative 2 would continue the existing curb and gutter typical section on the north end of the corridor
throughout, including enclosed drainage facilities to minimize the need for right of way acquisition and limit
impacts to privately owned parcels. This alternative consists of 11-foot lanes, 6-inch curb with a 2-foot gutter
pan, 4-foot green space, and a 5-foot wide sidewalk on the east side Forest Brook Road. This curb and gutter
typical section can be found in Figure 16. Similar to the first alternative, the improvement would stay on
existing alignment and would deter excessive vehicle speeds. However, in this alternative, the sub-standard
horizontal curve approximately 750-feet north of Lakeside Drive (across to the mobile home park) would
need to be improved to better accommodate large vehicles and help to alleviate centerline or pavement
edge overrunning. Like Alternative 1, a sidewalk would connect existing pedestrian facilities to the north
through to Lakeside Drive. Bicycle traffic would have the choice to remain on-road; however,
to limit right-of-way acquisition pavement widening to accommodate bicycle traffic is not proposed.
Based on these element layouts, the typical section width would be 39-feet, where little if any
right of way acquisitions would be expected. A typical snapshot of this layout is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 15 Alternative 1 Typical Section

Figure 16 Alternative 2 Typical Section
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Holmes Circ.
Holmes Circ.

Figure 17 Alternative 1 Corridor Snapshot

Figure 18 Alternative 2 Corridor Snapshot
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Alternative 2 Curve Re-alignment
The existing horizonal curve approximately 750-feet north of Lakeside Drive, across from the mobile home
park (Monroe Drive), is sub-standard and does not meet American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) design criteria for the posted roadway speed limit of 30 mph. Curve
warning signs are posted in both directions prior to entering the curve, however only the northbound
direction had the supplementary speed plaque of 20 mph.
As a result of this existing configuration, vehicles maneuvering through this area at or near the posted speed
limit, and ignoring the curve warning signs, are overrunning the roadway centerline and/ or overrunning the
roadway pavement edge. Even without excessive speed, large vehicles (including dump trucks servicing the
concrete plant located within the corridor, Finly Corporation) were observed having difficulty maintaining
their lane through this area. It is recommended that any improvements to this corridor include the alteration
of the roadway alignment in this area to aid in the reduction of the roadway lane departures and to aid in
meeting driver expectations.
As part of the recommended corridor improvement Alternative 2, reconfiguration of this curve would be
required and should be instituted as part of the application of the proposed typical section. It is
recommended that a revised alignment be designed to accommodate a 30 mph design speed using AASHTO
Urban Low Speed design criteria. As shown in Figure 19, the curve realignment that meets this criteria does
expand past the current right of way (shown in the figure as blue linework).

Typical Section Alternatives Comparison
When comparing the two proposed alternatives, it is important to identify key information that can help in
the evaluation and determination of a preferred alternative. Key elements were derived by the project team
based on the unique characteristics of the study corridor and are summarized in Table 13.
Table 13 - Alternative Comparisons
Key Information
Private Utility Impacts
Impacts to Right-of-Way
Wetland Impacts
Improvement to Overall Safety
Drainage Design Challenges
Pedestrian Accommodations
Bicycle Accommodations
Public Utility Impacts
Project Construction Duration

Alternative 1Shoulder Section
Significant
Significant
Minor
Moderate
Moderate
Yes
Yes
Minor
18 – 24 Months

Alternative 2Curb & Gutter Section
Minor
Minor
Minor
Significant
Moderate
Yes
No
Moderate
12 – 18 Months

Figure 19 Curve Re-alignment
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Intersection Improvements
Similar to corridor improvements, no substantial capacity improvements are anticipated to be needed at
the intersections along the Forest Brook Road corridor. Rather, geometric and safety improvements have
been identified as candidate projects to enhance this corridor. Any improvements to operations at the
signalized intersections on either end of the study corridor would require improvements along the
intersecting roads, requiring modifications outside the limits of the study corridor.
At the intersection of Old Forest Road and Forest Brook Road, no capacity nor major safety improvements
are recommended as this intersection operates at an acceptable LOS in the future No Build condition.
Pedestrian accommodations are also already present at this intersection. The only recommended
improvement at this intersection would be to upgrade the existing curb ramp at the southwest corner, which
currently does not have a detectable warning surface, to be Americans with Disability Act (ADA) compliant.
At the intersection of Belle Terre Drive and Forest Brook Road, to improve safety regarding sight distance,
trees need to be trimmed (and continually maintained in this condition) on the northeast corner of the
intersection. Additionally, to better accommodate pedestrians, the curb ramp on the northeast corner
should be upgraded to be ADA compliant. The “curve ahead” warning sign upstream of Belle Terre Drive from
both directions along Forest Brook Road (northbound shown in Figure 20) should be replaced with a
combination curve/side road sign, MUTCD standard W1-10 as shown in Figure 21, to bring attention to
drivers of the upcoming intersection located within the curve.

Figure 20 Curve Ahead warning Sign

Figure 21 Combination Curve Side Road signs

At the intersection of Holmes Circle and Forest Brook Road, trees need to be trimmed (and continually
maintained in this condition) on the southwest corner to improve sight distance. This was observed during
field visits and discussed during the Public Information Workshop by residents.
At the entrance of Finly Corporation and Cavalier Steel, entrance radii should be increased to serve larger
vehicles. Guardrail installations present at this intersection would also need to be redesigned and replaced
to meet current standards. Further investigation into stormwater management solutions in relation to the
culvert at this intersection should be conducted as part of any future project as recurring ponding at the
Cavalier Steel entrance was reported during coordination with residents and property owners.
At the intersection of Lakeside Drive (US Rte. 221), the northeast curb radius should be increased and the
Forest Brook Road receiving lane widened so that the truck paths making a westbound right turn onto Forest
Brook Road do not either have to overrun centerlines or run onto the sidewalk/ curb. See Figure 22 for
evidence of traffic leaving the roadway.
Figure 22 Northeast Corner of Lakeside Drive
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Environmental Impacts of Improvement Alternatives
An evaluation of existing environmental and cultural resources identified very few possible impediments.
The most significant one being a stream crossing about 500-feet south of the railroad crossing. There were
no cultural resources along the corridor that could be impacted by improvements to Forest Brook Road. No
significant environmental impacts are expected from any of the proposed alternatives, however further
environmental investigation including wetland delineation will need to be completed along the corridor
during the initial phases of preliminary engineering design.

Corridor Typical Section Alternative Cost Estimates
Cost estimates were prepared for the two corridor alternatives using historical construction cost data
average with lane mile reconstruction costs. The costs identified in Table 14 and Table 15 below only
include construction costs and preliminary engineering design, right-of-way acquisitions and
construction administration as a percentage of construction costs. The costs are estimated in 2020
dollars.
Table 14 - Alternative 1 Typical Section Cost Estimate
Construction (including 20% Contingency)
Preliminary Engineering, Right-of-Way,
Construction Administration

$

Potential Funding and Grant Opportunities
One of the goals of this study is to identify projects that can be prioritized so that funding and
implementation strategies can be pursued accordingly. Having identified some recommended improvements
in the previous sections, the following are potential funding and grant opportunities available:
•
•
•

•

•

3,512,727
•

$

1,124,073

Total

$

4,636,800

Construction (including 20% Contingency)

$

5,149,091

Preliminary Engineering, Right-of-Way,
Construction Administration

$

1,647,709

$

6,796,800

SMART SCALE Funding Full project funding can be requested through SMART SCALE but if the locality
has other funding contributions shown in the application, likelihood of receiving funding increases.
Revenue Sharing Program Through this program locality funds are matched dollar-for-dollar with
state funds.
Transportation Alternatives Set Aside Program The pedestrian and vegetation management
components of improvement alternatives make this program a potential funding source. Through
this program, there is the potential for 80/20 (state/locality) cost share.
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) This funding source could potentially be used for the
turn lane extensions if there is a record of accidents. However, given the low record of documented
crashes, this funding source may be difficult to attain.
HSIP Bike and Pedestrian Safety A case could be made to apply for this type of funding for use of a
sidewalk. However, given the low record of documented crashes, this funding source may be difficult
to attain as well.
Safe Routes To Schools A case could be made to apply for this type of funding for use of a sidewalk
if it can be proven that it is a route to a nearby school or serves a residential community.

(32% Construction)

Table 15 - Alternative 2 Typical Section Cost Estimate

(32% Construction)
Total
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Summary and Conclusions
The Central Virginia Planning District Commission (CVPDC) and Central Virginia Metropolitan Planning
Organization (CVMPO) in partnership with the City of Lynchburg and the Virginia Department of
Transportation (VDOT) have engaged Clark Nexsen to develop the Forest Brook Road Corridor Study.
The goal of this corridor study is to provide the MPO and the local government with a detailed planning level
assessment of the options for future roadway needs that will enhance safety while accommodating future
capacity.
The most recent Long-Range Transportation Plan does not include any recommendations along Forest Brook
Road. The corridor was studied to identify safety and operational characteristics to determine any existing
or future concerns at a 2040 planning year.
Existing Conditions
The Forest Brook Road corridor is characterized by its varied land uses, road users, limited clear zone, and
horizontal and vertical curvature. Known issues along the corridor include bicycle and pedestrian safety, sight
distances, roadway geometry, access management and increasing traffic volumes. Additionally, the City of
Lynchburg has raised concerns with existing drainage patterns along the corridor, and the current
serviceability of existing guardrail installations.
Existing LOS and queues show the corridor and intersections operate at acceptable levels of service. Speed
data quantifies the perceived speeding concerns. Crash data amplified by field visits expose safety
concerns of the narrow winding corridor.
Environmental Resources
In an overview of environmental databases to help determine any known resources in the vicinity of the
Forest Brook Road corridor study area that may be impacted by proposed roadway improvement alternatives,
it does not appear that any known environmental resources would disqualify any proposed improvements.
The presence of a stream (riverine wetlands) crossing approximately 500-feet south of the railroad crossing
within the project corridor was identified in this overview. Further evaluations, studies, and consultation
with regulatory agencies may be required to evaluate for project impacts to environmental resources, once
the project progresses to the preliminary design phase.

Year 2040 Forecasted Conditions
Traffic volume projections for 2040 were derived by using a traffic growth rate of 1.5% based on VDOT SPS
data. 2040 No Build conditions show both signalized intersections operating at adequate levels of service for
all peak hours, except for when the Lakeside Drive intersection fails in the PM peak hour. In order to improve
operations at this intersection, improvements along the Lakeside Drive corridor would be warranted.
Analysis of Improvement Alternatives
A range of alternatives were developed to help address deficiencies identified within the study corridor.
These recommended improvements included recommendations for enhanced safety, enhanced driver
expectation, facility performance, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, etc. The project team then considered all
possible alternatives with respect to existing right-of-way constraints, existing zoning, potential development,
and value provided compared to cost (i.e. was it reasonable and feasible). Discussions and proposals for
improvements also focused on feedback provided at the Public Information Workshop. Based on these
elements, the team selected the components of the preferred alternatives as detailed under the
improvement alternatives section of this study.
Environmental Impacts
An evaluation of existing environmental and cultural resources identified very few possible impediments.
The most significant one being a stream crossing about 500-feet south of the railroad crossing. There were
no cultural resources along the corridor that could be impacted by improvements to Forest Brook Road. No
significant environmental impacts are expected from any of the proposed alternatives, however further
environmental investigation including wetland delineation will need to be completed along the corridor
during the initial phases of preliminary engineering design to ensure wetlands and waterways are properly
mitigated.
Public Involvement
The public involvement process conducted as a part of this study involved one Public Information Workshop
which took place at Lynchburg Collision on Forest Brook Road on Wednesday, May 29, 2019 from
4:30-7:00 PM. At the open-house style workshop, participants were given the opportunity to share their
insights of the corridor as residents, commuters, and other local stakeholders. The public was in general
agreement of the issues that needed to be addressed.
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Recommendations
Based on the corridor analysis and input from public involvement process, the following improvements are
recommended for the Forest Brook Road Corridor:
Short Term
1. Trimming of and continual maintenance of existing overgrown vegetation, especially at intersection
sight triangles and when vegetation obscures signage.
2. Upgrade guardrail throughout the corridor to meet current Virginia Department of Transportation
Standards and make all signage improvements throughout the corridor consistent with MUTCD
guidelines.
Long Term
3. Install the Corridor Typical Section- Alternative 2 (as shown in Figure 16 and Figure 18) along the
Forest Brook Road corridor. This preferred typical section includes improvements through sidewalk
installation with curb and gutter as well as an enclosed drainage system and would require
removing trees and relocating utility poles from clear zones. Explore widening industrial entrances.
4. In conjunction with the preferred typical section implementation, implement the following
intersection improvements:
a. Improve intersection radius at the Lakeside Drive and Forest Brook Road intersection
b. Lengthen left turn lane storage capacity along Forest Brook Road approaches at both
signalized intersections
c. Upgrade pedestrian accommodations at intersections to meet ADA requirements
5. In conjunction with the preferred typical section implementation, improve the horizontal curvature
of the roadway alignment approximately 750-feet north of Lakeside Drive, across from the mobile
home park (Monroe Drive).
6. In conjunction with the preferred typical section implementation, ensure the appropriate sight
distance is maintained for the private entrance approximately 600 feet south of Cavalier Steel.
7. Update study forecasts if the large commercial properties located within the study area were to have
a change in land use to accommodate an increase in dwelling units.
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